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The first monograph to present the hospitality work of internationally recognised firm FILLAT+ Architecture

Showcases a range of built and on-the-boards hospitality projects that will be of interest to readers engaged in the design of hotels and

resorts. It presents work through a variety of lenses — from ground up hotels to renovations and additions to historically significant

structures; and from urban destination hotels to resort complexes

Features a foreword by Stacy Shoemaker, editor in chief of Hospitality Design magazine, and contributions by David Ashen and Michael

Dennis

Hotel Design presents the beautiful, inviting, and defining hotels and resorts designed by FILLAT+ Architecture. With four studios and over 27

years of experience in hospitality design, the firm was founded in 1992 by Peter Fillat to explore a personal view of how people interact with the

environment and to create an Architecture of Permanence, which delights and inspires the human spirit. FILLAT+ specialises in creating places and

spaces for people to enjoy life. In the careful planning and sequencing of the interior and exterior spatial experience, the work creates comfortable,

inviting spaces that are accommodating, respectful, and memorable. Each project responds to the unique needs and vision of its client as well as the

needs of every guest that walks through its doors.

The book features 12 built works and 15 projects on the boards. Richly illustrated, the projects elaborate on FILLAT+’s unique approach to

designing new destination hotels and resorts, whether building upon historic foundations or designing icons as key anchors in urban redevelopment

master plans. Hotel Design features a foreword by Stacy Shoemaker, editor in chief of Hospitality Design magazine, and contributions by David

Ashen and Michael Dennis.

Peter Fillat is the principal of FILLAT+ Architecture, founded in 1992. He has over 30 years of experience with an international portfolio

comprised of hospitality, mixed-use, multi-family residential, and retail projects. Fillat and his innovative designs have received numerous awards and

citations from organisations across the globe. He holds a Bachelor of Architecture degree from Syracuse University and studied in Florence, Italy.

FILLAT+ is a design studio headquartered in Washington, DC. The practice serves both the public and private sectors with a focus on

architecture, interior design, urban design, and sustainable practices. Its international portfolio encompasses hotels, resorts, multi-family residential

buildings, offices, retail, restaurants and mixed-use developments. The firm is committed to creating lasting works of architecture and designing in

harmony with the environment. FILLAT+ is dedicated to engaging communities and individuals with the spaces we create. The studio creates works

based in permanence that delight the people they serve, are respectful of the environment, and create unity between form, function, and spirit.
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